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replacement for the running of the Women and
Research (WaR) group, Dr Swee Hoon Chuah. Dr
Chuah talks about her approach to running our
group and offers some thoughts on the
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Our next feature article is from Maja Golf Papez,
from the University of Canterbury who talks
about the first quarter of her PhD studies. For
Ms Papez the journey is likened to a rollercoaster
of emotions, but a gratifying one.
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Thanks to Google I was introduced this week to
American investigative journalist and feminist
Elizabeth Jane Cochran, known as Nellie Bly (May
5, 1864 – January 27, 1922). What struck me
about Nellie’s story was the beginning; in
response to an article she took offence to (‘an
aggressively misogynistic column entitled "What
Girls Are Good For" in the Pittsburgh Dispatch’)
she wrote a ’fiery rebuttal to the editor’ and the
editor was so ‘impressed with her passion’ that
she was eventually offered a full-time job with
the Dispatch.
When the Dispatch wanted to relegate Nellie Bly
to the traditional women’s pages (fashion and
society) she went out and wrote about news
stories that interested her and that she felt
needed to be told, such as workers’ conditions.

I think for many of us, we write because we want
to tell a story. There is a writer in all of us, and
as academics we are able to write all the time,
yes, there is pressure to do that, but consider the
joyous part.
The philosopher Richard Rorty captured the
essence of this ‘joy’. When asked if he was
happy at Princeton he replied ‘delighted that I
lucked into a university which pays me to make
up stories and tell them’ and further ‘Universities
permit one to read books and report what one
thinks about them, and get paid for it’ (the book
is called Richard Rorty: The Making of an
American Philosopher by Neil Gross).
That love of writing is, I feel, a somewhat lost
perspective. The pressure on modern academics
to publish or perish has perhaps meant our focus
is on the end result, on the metrics rather than
the passion. We need to return to the joy of
uncovering a new topic, the journey towards
understanding a trend or theory or developing a
new insight into something. That passion that
meant we looked at the world and wondered
why, or how come it does that? Or what if?
Writing can be a lonely endeavour, done by
oneself at the computer with only our selfdoubts and Grammarly for company. Writing
groups can help make the writing path less
solitary, but it is still up to us to once again find
the joy in our writing. Write about what
interests you. Write for that future audience.
Write with verve, with gusto, with passion.
Just … write.
Warm regards,

Angela
P.S. If you would like to be featured in this
newsletter, contact angela.dobele@rmit.edu.au
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Getting Promoted by Professor Tracey Danaher

You have to mount a
strong case for
promotion — this is
not a time for
modesty
Think about yourself and
your promotion ‘story’

Last year I attended a women in promotion
seminar where I learned that women tend to
hold back on applying for promotion
compared to men (in essence, men tend to
be more willing to go earlier and take more of
a risk while we women want to have all our
‘ducks’ in a perfect line before we will even
consider going for promotion). Also, men are
often better at selling their achievements and
don’t feel such a strong ‘modesty’ pull as we
women do when having to ‘sell’ ourselves in
our promotion documents. Most women find
the process of describing their achievements
difficult, confronting and uncomfortable. I
certainly found this to be true and it was in
this area that I had the most to learn – I had
to think about myself and my promotion
‘story’ like a journal article – how do I
position myself, how do I underscore the
importance of my contribution, how do I
highlight all my achievements and ‘sell’
myself to the promotion committee –
especially when this doesn’t come naturally
to me.
At the time I attended this seminar I was
preparing my own promotion document –
hoping to move from level D to E (Associate
Professor to Full Professor). What I can tell
you about this process is that putting
together a really strong and evidenced
promotion document takes a great amount of
time and effort!
I thought I went into the process with realistic
expectations about the time and labour
commitment only to find that I needed to put
in much more effort than even I had expected
(and for those of you who know me well, you
know I am always prepared!).

The internal
promotion process
is a time to reflect
Feel good about what you
have achieved

Also, I learned very quickly that promotion is
not the time or place to be modest or humble
– you have to sell yourself and convince your
audience you are worthy of a promotion. The
internal promotion process is a long and
challenging experience. It is a time to
overcome any reluctance to say how great
you are and to get comfortable with ‘singing
your own praises’. It is the time to reflect and
feel good about what you have achieved!
There are two paths to promotion – external
promotion or headhunting (where you move
institutions for a promotion) and internal
promotion (through the university system).
I’ve done both – headhunted from Senior
Lecturer (SL) to Associate Professor (AP) and
then internal promotion from AP to Professor
(from University of Queensland to Monash
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University and then internally within
Monash). There are vast differences between
these approaches and yes it is ‘easier’ to be
externally promoted (move for a promotion)
than to get one internally (especially from AP
to P). If you have heard that rumour then I
can confirm that it is true – at least in my
experience! But that doesn’t mean you
shouldn’t go for internal promotion – it just
means that the experience is different and
what is expected of you is different. Most of
us don’t want to have to change institutions
or cities to secure a promotion so dealing
with the internal process is something that
has to be faced at some point or other.
When you are headhunted and receive an
external promotion you are asked to
undertake a campus visit, give a seminar on
your research, you may be formally
interviewed, you have one-on-one meetings
with staff in the department and are taken
out to lunch and dinner – in essence you are
wined and dined – it’s great and you feel
special!
Internal promotion is the opposite of this
experience. You have to mount a strong case
for promotion, you have to sell yourself and if
you have an interview attached to the process
(as we do at Monash – from AP, Level D to P,
Level E – then you are confronted by a
committee comprising several senior
executives from the Vice Chancellor’s office
(including the Deputy Vice Chancellor), HR
personnel and at least 4 Professors from
departments outside your own) and to these
people you have to justify why you should be
promoted to Professor. Often your Dean may
also have to face the committee and argue a
case for you as well. It’s tough.
In this article, I’m going to focus on the
internal promotion process. So what did I
learn from this process (and from experience
on various promotion committees):
Prepare early – it takes a lot longer than
you may expect to mount a strong and
compelling case.


Attend all the seminars your university
holds regarding promotion – these are
invaluable


Print off all the information you might need
– university and school strategic plan (you
want to show how you are linking to the
bigger picture), the promotion document
itself, any performance standards provided by
your university, the ABDC and ERA ranking
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lists, look up your h-index, document how
many citations you have for each paper you
have published, and any other metric you
think will be relevant.



Ranking (ABDC and ERA)



Impact factor of the journal



Acceptance rates at the journal

Look carefully at the promotion criteria
your university has and be honest about your
chances against those metrics (bearing in
mind that meeting criteria is often not
enough for automatic promotion – the bigger
story is what counts – more on that later).
Gauge whether your supervisor, HoD and/or
mentor believe you are ready for promotion.
Canvas your network for useful advice and for
people who have gone through the process
and can give you some words of wisdom.



Number of citations for each
publication (anything over 50 is
noteworthy, anything over 100 is
good,
anything
over
250
demonstrates
your
work
is
influencing the work of others
strongly, if you have something with
more cites then that is super!)



A good way to begin is to write down your
top 5 research achievements and provide
evidence and impact (e.g. highly ranked
publications, awards, grants, visiting scholar
positions (showing international links and
impact). You can do this for teaching and
service too (awards, leadership roles, editorial
board membership, guest editorship,
committee membership).







Conference presentations – watch the
balance between the numbers of
publications vs conference presentations –
think of the message you want to send. If
you have a lot of conference publications
you could include your best ones and just
state that these are a ‘sample’



Awards you have won



Invited seminars at other institutions, key
note addresses



Grants – university, industry, ARC, NHMRC
and so on

Remember promotion is about sustained
performance, this is critical, committees want
to be confident that you can continue to
perform at the standard you are documenting
in your application. They are very wary of the
‘one hit wonder’.


If you feel your progression or output
should be considered relative to personal
circumstances, say so (I had twin boys
between being promoted from AP to P and so
I discussed the fact that I had time out of the
workforce and was not able to travel to
maintain my international connections as
much as I would have liked during this period
of time – however, make sure that when you
write this you are factual, unemotional and
logical.


Start brainstorming across the relevant
areas – in my case – teaching, research and
service. Look back through your files (if
you’ve kept a file for this purpose that is a big
help – if you are like me this is something
people told you to do but you never really got
around to it) and begin to jot down all your
achievements – however large or small you
think they may be – pull out everything and
see if it can be used to provide evidence or
demonstrate your achievements. Here are
some ideas:



Topic, title, years, funding body,
amount



It is also really important to include
attempts that were not successful –
we know it is difficult to get these
grants in marketing and thus
showing that you are serious and
actively trying (even if not
successful) is really important and
sends a strong message – it also says
you are working in teams, within and
beyond your own university which is
a good message to send to any
promotion committee



Research


Publications –


Your % contribution
publication

to

Number of words and pages
(important if you are going for
Professor or in any situation where
the assessors are not from
Marketing or Business – in nursing
and medicine 2000-3000 papers are
typical so they publish more but if
you are writing a 15,000 word
marketing article you’d expect to
publish less because each paper is
much longer and detailed)



Industry reports (including government)

Teaching


Awards you have won



Units you have taught, their size and what
your role was



Unit evaluations (unit and teaching)

each

RMIT University - School of Economics, Finance and Marketing

Promotion is about
sustained
performance
Committees want to be
confident that you can
continue to perform

Professor Tracey Danaher
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Think about your
research plan
It is a way to demonstrate
sustained performance and
highlight your future goals







Written feedback from students – solicited
and unsolicited
Honours and PhD supervision and
completions (and placement if relevant).
Your role – first, associate supervisor (can
also link to publications with students to
show conversion)
Books, chapters, cases or vignettes you
have written that are being used in the
class room
Do you have any published articles that are
being used in the classroom for teaching
purposes (Australia and internationally)
Usually you will also need to write about
your approach to teaching, how you
motivate students, how you develop
curricula, how you foster independent
learning and how you innovate in teaching.
You might even need to write a reflective
essay on teaching



Think about what you do in teaching that is
innovative as you may need to give
evidence of innovation in the classroom



If you have been in a regional university or
a teaching-intensive university you will
often have taught many courses across
many different levels and platforms – sell
this! – say you have taught classes from 20400 students, coordinated units from 201000+ students across multiple campuses,
you have taught 1st year, 2nd year and 3rd
year courses, masters courses, MBA
courses, online, on-campus, using blended
learning platforms, flipped classrooms,
problem based learning, the Harvard case
method. Don’t underestimate the strength
of this evidence in supporting your case for
a strong teaching portfolio (I’m thinking of
many of you that I know well as I type this
– you know who you are!)



Committee membership (more of
these are expected as you apply for
higher positions) including role and
outcomes



Leadership roles in department or
faculty (more expected as you apply
for higher positions) including
supervision of staff



Involvement in policy-making or
strategic
planning
at
the
Department, Faculty or University
level

External service
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Contribution to the discipline
(conference
chair,
award
committees, session chairs)



Visiting scholar positions at other
institutions



Invited presentations at other
institutions, key note addresses



Engagement with business and the
wider community



Media engagements and seminars



Consulting that demonstrates your
link to practice (link this though to
teaching to show the nexus between
theory and practice)

Probably the biggest lessons I learned from
this process are:


Tell Your Story. Success in promotion is
built around the ‘story’ you are telling –
this is not a tick box exercise. Through my
own experience and having been a
member of the committee deciding on
promotion from SL to AP I can attest that it
is from a holistic viewpoint that you are
being judged – you need to be good at
teaching, research and service. Being a
superstar on one dimension isn’t going to
be enough. It isn’t enough to have a top
publication or two if you are not doing well
on the other dimensions. This is an
important point because all the ranking
systems we have for journals and so on
tend to suggest that the ONLY dimension
that matters is research – in my experience
this is definitely not the case (this may be
university specific, not sure!). It is your
whole story, everything you have done to
make a contribution, that you are assessed
on, not just if you are a superstar on one
dimension.



Run Your Own Race. This means that what
one person brings to the table might be
very different from another – so try not to

Internal service


Editorial board membership

You may also be asked to show a research
plan into the future – to demonstrate that
you have a future pipeline of research – this
fits with the idea that promotion is for
sustained performance and the intention is to
demonstrate that you are not a ‘one hit
wonder’ and you have more of the great work
you are doing coming in the future. Thus,
think about mapping out current projects,
what their likely outcomes will be and some
timeframes. Also, note goals into the future
e.g. applying for an Australian research
council (ARC) grant.

Service
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compare yourself to others – don’t panic if
you don’t have that amazing publication or
an ARC grant – yes, these are important
indicators but they are only a couple of
many indicators that tell a story about
impact in research – there are many others
that are just as useful and noteworthy. Find
what it is that you are doing that is a great
achievement or makes a strong
contribution to your discipline. My advice
(and this is a life lesson, I guess) is to run
your own race; be confident in your own
achievements. Tell YOUR story. And forget
about the story others are telling.




Write for your Audience Your story is
strongly linked to the context in which your
application is being assessed. Most, if not
all, applications are assessed by a
committee made up predominantly of
people OUTSIDE your immediate discipline
or even from Faculties beyond your own.
So what does this mean – ever heard of the
concept of target marketing? – use it. Start
writing with the expectation that no-one
knows what you are talking about or
referring to when you quote discipline
specific information, be that about
journals, grants, or teaching issues. Don’t
assume knowledge – provide it. I’ll give
you an example of this soon.
Evidence It, Prove It Your story needs to be
evidenced strongly – you need to back up
the claims you are making with proof. To
do this you need to think laterally and out
of the box. This is hard work and requires
a lot of secondary research that will take
many hours but will be invaluable in
presenting your case and evidencing the
impact of your achievements to the
committee. This was my steepest learning
curve.
It seems straightforward but
contextualising your achievements so an
outsider can understand their significance
is hard work. Think about what your mum
or dad (assuming they are not marketing
academics) would make of your document
if they read it – would they ‘get’ what you
have achieved from what you have written
and the evidence you have provided?
(Massive shout out to my mum who waded
through my promotion document and
pointed out all the places where she didn’t
have a clue what on earth I was talking
about).

These issues are all about the story and are
closely linked. Let me give you an example
that ‘rocked my world’ when I was writing my
document. Look at these statements and see
how much the story improves and how much

impact you gain from telling your story,
considering your context and audience and
evidencing your impact:
The application says:
Research Impact – List the 5 most significant
research outcomes you have achieved and
evidence them. So I began writing:


I have published 1 article in the Journal of
Marketing and 2 articles in the Journal of
Marketing Research

But that didn’t really say much, so I wrote:


I have published 1 article in the Journal of
Marketing which is the number 1 journal in
marketing world-wide and 2 articles in the
Journal of Marketing Research which is in
the top 4 marketing journals world-wide

Better, but still a long way to go:


I have published 1 article in the Journal of
Marketing which is the number 1 journal in
marketing world-wide (ERA A*; ABDC A*)
and 2 articles in the Journal of Marketing
Research which is in the top 4 marketing
journals world-wide (ERA A*; ABDC A*)

Eventually, after numerous iterations I ended
up with the heavy hitter:


I have published 1 article in the Journal of
Marketing (impact factor: XXXX) which is
the number 1 journal in marketing worldwide (ERA A*; ABDC A*) and 2 articles in
the Journal of Marketing Research (impact
factor: XXXX) which is in the top 4
marketing journals world-wide (ERA A*;
ABDC A*). These journals have acceptance
rates of less than 8%. Moreover, in the past
10 years in Marketing in Australia <7
academics have published in the Journal of
Marketing and <10 academics in the
Journal of Marketing Research

Do you see the difference? How much more
impactful this last example is – it gives the
facts, places these in context and also
explains to the audience the significance of
this achievement giving strong evidence. If
you do not do this you risk committee
members not understanding just how
outstanding one of your achievements may
be – they may think that everyone who is a
professor in marketing publishes in JM or JMR
every year.
I used this same principle when highlighting
success in ARC Discovery and Linkage Grants
– we know it is really hard to get these in
marketing but someone from Finance or
Medicine or Education may not understand
this – so again, if you win a grant work out
how many have been won by academics in

RMIT University - School of Economics, Finance and Marketing

Link your ‘story’ to
context
Target market to your
audience!
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Australia and at your level. I used this
principle for teaching and for service. So
underscore
how
significant
your
achievements are in each domain with
evidence. Apply this to whatever it is YOU are
highlighting in your CV.

What do you stand
for?
What is your service story
going to be about?

You need to work out what you stand for –
what agenda your research contributes to,
what your service story is going to be about
and what you stand for as an educator and
teacher.
So if I asked you the question – ‘tell me, what
is it that you do in (research, teaching,
service) that has had a significant impact on
your discipline’ could you answer that
question - succinctly? If not, you need to
think more about the work you do – because
I’m sure you are making an impact – maybe
you just cannot see it. Go talk to your
colleagues, your mentors; I bet they see what
is great about your work. This is not the time
to be shy.
How do you find evidence, I hear you ask?
Well you do it with a lot of desk research. I
looked up published CVs on university
websites to do my comparisons for
publications. I went to the ARC website and
looked at every grant awarded to marketing
in the past 10 years and counted them and
contextualised my grants against this number.
I looked at h-indices of other APs and Ps and
compared my h-index (there are a few
publications out there that do this for you!). I
contacted conference committees to ask how
many submitted papers were assessed for a
particular award I had received so I could
show my award was worth writing about! I
hounded colleagues I knew for publications
about h-indices.

I reached out to the industry partners I had
worked with to generate some of my best
publications – Myer and Icon Cancer Care and
I asked their CEOs (yes, I asked Bernie Brooks)
to write me a letter saying how useful my
research findings had been. I had nothing to
lose – if they said no – that’s fine. But if they
said yes (and they did) I now had evidence
that my work was impactful way beyond
journal impact factors and A* rankings.
Industry engagement, applied research,
relevance and impact in business are all the
new metrics for Business Schools (as they
should be!) so if you can show impact along
this dimension, do so.
This process was an enormous amount of
work (remember at the beginning I said that I
underestimated the workload – hopefully you
can see why!). But in the end I had strong
evidence to back up my story and no one on
the committee was confused or unaware of
the significance of my achievements. I felt
confident that I had put forward the best
possible case for myself – so then it was just
up to the committee to decide if my
achievements were of the calibre expected
for promotion to Professor (luckily for me
they were - phew). And, yes, this was all really
hard work mentally and emotionally because
we are taught to be humble and gracious and
unassuming – and there is a time and place
for this but it is NOT in the promotion
process. If you cannot mount a convincing
case for yourself then no one else will do it
for you. It is OK to talk about your successes,
to shine a light on yourself. It is OK to be a
woman, a mother, a wife, a partner, a sister,
an aunt and to achieve and succeed. Good
luck with your application for promotion!

‘They make a big deal out of promoting someone around here.’
RMIT University - School of Economics, Finance and Marketing
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EFM Women and Research by Dr Swee Hoon Chuah
I took over the running of the School of
Economics, Finance and Marketing Women
and Research (WaR) group from Angela at the
start of 2015. I was pleased to do so and
honoured to have been asked by Professor
Lisa Farrell and Angela. When they asked me,
I was an untested newbie at the School of
EFM! It made me feel welcomed and
relevant, but most importantly, it’s a cause
close to my heart.

commitment of and support from the entire
academic profession, policy-makers, and
society in general. Society may pay lip service
to gender equality, but really, it is time to
walk the walk, not just talk the talk. When
Patricia Arquette won her Oscar earlier this
year, she made an impassioned plea for equal
pay for women actors – showing that this
gender imbalance prevails even in the
glamour of Hollywood today.

Before joining RMIT in July last year, I was a
lecturer in economics at the University of
Nottingham in the U.K. From 2005 to 2010, I
was a committee member of the Royal
Economic Society’s Women’s Committee. The
committee’s aim was (and still is) to promote
the participation of women economists at all
levels of U.K. academia and business.
Amongst other activities, we organised
receptions for networking and mentoring
purposes, produced annual reports charting
the progress of women in economics, and
consulted with the Economic and Social
Research Council to identify barriers to such
progress with the aim of breaking them
down. Australia’s equivalent of such a
committee is the Economic Society of
Australia’s Committee for Women in
Economics established in 2002.

With WaR, we fight our own little corner, not
just for women economists, but for all
women academics. Particularly, we want to
address the most important institutional
factor or internal policy in our profession: the
one relating to research. Out of teaching,
administration and research, no one can deny
(no matter what the bosses may say) that
research is the most important of all our
activities.

Why the need for such committees? Because
women are under-represented in economics
in academia and women are underrepresented in economics relative to
academia as a whole. And this is true in
Australia, the UK, the USA, Canada, Sweden,
and many other countries despite differences
in these countries’ academic systems, labour
markets, tax, social, and family policies. Don’t
just take my word for it. Supporting data can
be easily found from many different sources.
In particular, there is a wonderful paper
written by Jonung and Stahlberg where they
explore the reasons for this underrepresentation. They identified four broad
reasons: firstly, taste-based discrimination
(employers prefer men); secondly, family
obligations (women take the larger share of
family- and child-care responsibilities); thirdly,
societal institutions (family, social, tax policies
create different incentives for men and
women); and finally, institutional factors
(internal policies in the profession or in the
workplace) (Jonung and Stahlberg, 2008, pp.
183). In order to address the gender balance,
these four have to be taken on - a Herculean
task indeed! It is not something that women
alone can achieve; it will take the

Research makes you
like Teflon
Our professional standing
and career progression
depend predominantly on
our research profile

A colleague back in Nottingham once said to
me: research makes you like Teflon: if you
have good research, nothing (bad) will stick
onto you. As academics, our professional
standing and career progression depend
predominantly on our research profile. At
RMIT, this is becoming increasingly clear and
explicit. We need to respond by pushing
research into the forefront of our activities.
This does not mean neglecting the other two,
it just means deliberately fencing off time for
research. Be mindful of the fact that it is all
too easy to put teaching and administration
tasks ahead of research. After all, of the
three, research is the hardest on the brain
(and we do not naturally like that) and it does
not come with unmovable deadlines (for
example, exam paper needs to be uploaded
by 12 noon on 6th April!).
The aim of WaR is to encourage the School of
EFM’s female academics within the College,
the University and the academic profession in
general, through their research. WaR’s
mission statement is: To foster an active and
inclusive research environment in order to
enhance high quality research output. In my
new role, I hope to be able to contribute to
WaR’s objective by facilitating different
avenues that can serve to encourage and
support my female colleagues to enhance
their research profiles. As a woman
economist
from
an
ethic
minority
background, I do understand and strongly
empathise with the issues that some of my
female colleagues face in their careers. I have
experienced many of these myself; others I
have gone through by proxy via close friends

RMIT University - School of Economics, Finance and Marketing

Dr Swee Hoon Chuah
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and colleagues. I continue to struggle with
these issues as many of my female colleagues
do. With WaR, my vision is that we do not
struggle alone; that we have a support
network of colleagues and friends who we
can count on to advise us, guide us, help us,
or just be there and stand by us.
To start the ball rolling, my immediate plan
was to organise a series of seminars focusing
on different issues which my colleagues find
challenging and/or which impede their
research and career progression.

My objectives is to
facilitate different
avenues that can
serve to encourage
and support

For Semester 1, I was excited to welcome
Professor Lata Gangadharan from Monash
University and Ms. Maria Di Pietro from
Counselling Appraisal Consultants. Lata is a
Professor in the Department of Economics at
Monash University. She is an experimental
economist and her research encompasses
experiments in markets and on social
preferences. She is currently also the
President of the Asia Pacific chapter of the
Economic Science Association. Lata spoke
with us about work/life balance. Her
experience in balancing a very successful
academic career in a Group of Eight university
and a young family inspired and encouraged
our female colleagues, and her insights and
experiences proved helpful to those also

I am working to help my
female colleagues enhance
their research profiles

RMIT University - School of Economics, Finance and Marketing

struggling with this issue.
Maria is a senior consultant psychologist,
experienced in running workshops focusing
on improving productivity through psychology
and health. Maria gave a mini workshop
focusing on workplace stress and pressure. As
the School of EFM continues to grow and
change, female colleagues have reported
feeling under stress and pressure (beyond the
normal work/life balance issue) by the
increasing expectations placed on them by
the School, the College and their peers.
I hope that our female colleagues (males also
welcomed!) will find the seminars I organise
useful.
Reference:
Jonung, C. and Stahlberg, A.C. (2008).
Symposium: gender and economics. Econ
Journal Watch, 5(2), A54-A58.

Editor’s note: if you would like to be involved
in the Women and Research group, have an
idea for a guest presentation or a suggestion
for a focus topic please contact me,
angela.dobele@rmit.edu.au or Swee Hoon
sweehoon.chuah@rmit.edu.au.
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First four months of PhD: Welcome Mood Swings,
Stupidity, Guilt and Boringness with Maja Golf Papez
I waved goodbye to my family and friends in
November 2014 to embark on a PhD journey.
I boarded the plane with two suitcases and a
head full of questions. While some of these
questions were existentialist in nature—Do I
want this PhD for the right reasons? What if I
just want to escape from reality? At this stage
of my life, shouldn’t I be having babies, and
buying a house and a dog?—other questions
were much more pragmatic—What does it
mean to be a PhD student? What am I
actually getting myself into?
Four months later and 18,923 km away from
home, my existentialist questions remain
unanswered. Nonetheless, I gained some
valuable pragmatic insights into what it feels
like to be a PhD student. On the plus side, I
have found the process of doing a PhD much
to my liking. On the other hand, there were
four things about doing a PhD that I found
took a bit of getting used to.
Hello to Mood Swings
One of the things that has taken me by
surprise over the last four months is my
tendency to moodiness. It seems like my PhD
has managed to extend ‘that time of the
month’ from just a few days to every day of
the month. In other words, most of the time
my PhD feels like riding a rollercoaster with
the menstrual fairy.
One moment, this rollercoaster takes you up
high—Oh, I am so happy! Maja you are a
genius. You are a writing goddess, born to do
this—and the keyboard becomes a grand
piano on which it feels like you are composing
a concerto with the creative genius of Mozart.
The next, and always without warning, the
PhD rollercoaster rushes you back down again
and I am terrified by the blank pages staring
back at me—Oh, I am so doomed. I have no
clue what I am doing. Maja, are you sure you
are smart enough to do this?
Hello to Stupidity
I started my PhD in hope that I would become
smarter. But first, it seems I have to survive
three years of feeling constantly stupid.
Reading difficult academic articles, realising
that I haven’t grasped the main ideas, makes
me feel stupid. Listening to other people’s
research presentations and not being able to
think of any relevant questions makes me feel
stupid. The pressure to ask the right research
questions, preferably questions that no one
has asked before, makes me feel stupid.
Feeling stupid has become such a common

experience that, on those rare moments
when I think that I completely understand
that article and find an intriguing question to
ask a fellow researcher, thinking that my
research questions might have a bright
future, I start asking myself whether I might
have missed something. Where’s the catch?
How did I manage to fool the admissions
team and my supervisor into thinking that I
deserved to be in this programme?
Hello to Guilt
One bit of advice I got before starting my PhD
was that I should treat it like a regular job.
Therefore, based on my previous working
experience, I envisaged working on my PhD
from 9 am to 5 pm, Monday through Friday,
only occasionally staying up late or taking
work home. As it turned out, my plans and
reality bore little resemblance. While my
previous jobs had some boundaries (e.g.,
predefined working hours), my current ‘job’
offers endless opportunities to engage in
work.
It’s a double-edged sword though, because
every opportunity to work is also an
opportunity to feel guilty about not working.
Thanks to my PhD, life now comes with extralarge supersized portion of guilt, and I don’t
even get a side order of fries with it! If I am
not reading, that little voice inside my head is
saying, “Maja, you should be reading”; when I
am reading the voice reminds me, “Maja, you
should be writing”; and when I am writing the
voice accusingly suggests, “Maja, you should
be writing faster”. And when I am writing as
though my keyboard is about to catch on fire,
the voice is nagging, “Come on, is this all that
you have to show? When did you become so
boring?”
Hello to Boringness
Four months ago, I had an exciting life, real
friends and interesting stories to share. At the
very least, it was ‘a life’. Then came the PhD,
turning my exciting life into a life less
ordinary, where my best buddy is Google
Scholar, my biggest adventure was leaving my
office entry card at home and my most partylike activity was attending a PhD student
gathering. The latter of course could not
really be called ‘a party’, not unless your idea
of a party game is a group of people standing
in the circle exchanging sensitive researchrelated questions, such as what is your
research on and how is your writing going.
The boringness of my current life becomes
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It is a rollercoaster,
from happy genius
to blank page terror
But even so, I believe my PhD
journey so far has been a
most gratifying one
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My story is
intended as a sanity
check for other PhD
newbies
The feelings of stupidity are a
sign, they tell you that you
are actually working hard
Fasten your seatbelts and
enjoy the ride!

really apparent late in the evenings when I
would normally share with my husband all
the crazy, entertaining, horrible and shocking
things that had happened to me during the
day. But realising that reading five articles,
writing 429 words and drinking reduced-fat
flat white coffee isn’t particularly crazy,
entertaining, horrible or shocking, I usually
deflect—And how was your day?
So, this has been my PhD journey thus far.
One may think that it has been a terrible
journey, but I believe that it has been a most
gratifying one. My observations are not
intended to scare any prospective PhD
students away; they are meant as a sanity
check for other PhD newbies who might
relate to my experience. Moreover, these are
not four reasons why you should not to do a

PhD; they are four reasons why you should
consider doing it. Riding an emotional
rollercoaster, you always know that ‘feeling
on the top of the world’ is only a few minutes
away. Those feelings of stupidity are a sign,
telling you that you actually are working hard,
and we can use those feelings of guilt to drive
us to work even harder. Finally, while we
might have boring lives as PhD students, I am
convinced that we are not bored at all. So
let’s fasten our seatbelts and enjoy the ride!
Editor’s note: Maja Golf Papez is a current PhD
student in the Department of Management,
Marketing and Entrepreneurship at University
of Canterbury. Her research is on exploring the
drivers and prevention strategies of online
trolling behaviours. She can be reached at
maja.golfpapez@pg.canterbury.ac.nz.

Colouring In: at University? by Dr Angela Dobele
I teach a marketing and design thinking
subject. Design thinking, for me, is the
systematic process for creativity. What I
teach in my course is training for light bulb
moments. That creativity is then applied to a
problem, situation or potential opportunity.
In terms of design thinking, I take my
students through the process of empathising
in order to more effectively apply the design
thinking lens to their understanding. We then
follow a four step plan to unpacking their
issue or opportunity:

Design Thinking Students

1.

Navigate (source the information, wade
through it, summarise it, craft a ‘map’)

2.

Evaluate (develop categories and themes
to show current understanding, refine
that map)

3.

Ideate (what should the map look like?
Where are the inconsistencies in world
views or the better articulations
needed?)

4.

Innovate (their own interpretations,
creativity and recommendations).

health and wellbeing, fashion, entertainment
events, sport participation, organ and tissue
donation and café culture.
In order to engage both creative and
analytical sides of brain activity, in unison,
students were given a selection of outlines to
choose from and colouring pencils. While
they coloured in small groups they were
asked to discuss a world view of their topic.
Colouring meant everyone was engaged in an
activity that left no room for mobile phones
and that stimulates the side of the brain
related to motor skills and creativity, thus
better informing their word view discussions.
We followed this task with the requirement
to draw (doodle) their conceptual framework
(see students with a mix of the colouring in
results and the frameworks in the
photograph).
Creative activities, like colouring in, can help
students stay focussed, grasp new concepts
and retain information.

This semester, students’ topics range from

Dr Angela Dobele is an academic research professional with a passion for word of mouth (wom) marketing, from traditional face-to-face through to
social media and electronic wom. Her research interests extend to marketing education and education issues including academic workload and student
performance.
Angela is an experienced quantitative and qualitative researcher who has published 45+ papers. In the field of wom, she has contributed to the
understanding of the key drivers of positive wom and the organisational strategies that facilitate it. She is currently developing a framework to assist
commercial marketers improve the effectiveness of blogs and micro-blogs: building on co-creation and collaboration to communicate with loyal and
passionate community members.
In the field of education Angela is currently working with Griffith University’s Professor Sharyn Rundle-Thiele to develop an understanding of the full
impact of ERA and the differences in academic workload and performance on promotion.
Angela has developed strong links with industry with a commitment to bridging the relationship between practitioners and academia. Her current
industry projects involve research into tourism, life insurance and blood donation.

